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At the time of the unveiling, Marilyn shared the very moving story  

of the banner’s creation with all its unfolding symbolism. 

                                      

This beautiful 8 ½ foot banner, lovingly hand stitched in fabric, creates a vision of Nano Nagle in 

her present reality as her spirit moves us in to the future.  The historical Nano is often 

represented in somber dark colours.  The new life, eternal Nano, represented here is clothed in 

the shimmering white of spirit and life.  The cosmic background cradles Nano, seeping in to 

form her flowing head covering.  She tenderly holds out to reaching hands one piece of the vast 

universe – the blue planet earth.  When spirit touches spirit, eager hands accept. 

The followers of Nano from across the globe, of different skin colour, hair style and head dress, 

release that one spirit unto the present ailing planet.  There are no facial features on the figures 

represented because our faces form these features.  We give face to Nano’s spirit in this time.   

The golden one, with receptive hands, is touched by Nano as she accepts the challenges of the 

earth today.  Her other hand holds Nano’s light and warmth.   

The white one, with stardust on her gown, with reaching hands accepts the ever-changing cry 

of the poor on the earth, expanding in this generation to embrace not only the cry of the 

people made poor, but the cry of all living creatures and the very earth, sea and sky united.   

The one in blue is answering the cries from our planet.  She is pouring out her heart’s spiritual 

treasure (represented by the golden strands from an open heart), unto a hurting planet.   

As the logo on the banner indicates, we give thanks for Nano Nagle’s birth 300 years ago in 

Ireland.  We also rejoice as Nano’s spirit is reborn in each new generation.  Nano’s followers 

give new life in fresh face and form to her spirit as one generation flows into the next through 

the past 300 years into the present time and on into the mysterious future.  


